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Sherwin-Williams® Color Sample Waiver Form
Fax 812-634-2850
E-Mail: deccustomcolor@masterbrandcabinets.com

Dear Decorá Customer,

Thank you for selecting Decorá cabinetry and taking advantage of our Sherwin-Williams® Color program.

Your satisfaction is important to Decorá so we want you to fully understand the characteristics that make painted
finishes so distinctive. It is important to realize that the beauty of wood cabinetry really comes from natural qualities of
wood itself. The textures of natural grain patterns often remain visible in some species and should be accepted as
inherent characteristics when selecting cabinetry. When ordering 5-piece styles in Maple, the door’s center panel may
be constructed of MDF material which provides a more stable substrate for these heavily pigmented finishes.

In addition, as the wood naturally expands and contracts with varying weather conditions, slight joint separation may
occur. These may become visible as small cracks in the finish, particularly in the joint areas. Joint separation may be
more apparent on mitered door styles, therefore painted finishes are not recommended for use in environments with
extremely high or low humidity levels. Also over time, there may be slight color shift in these finishes due to continued
exposure to natural and artificial light sources and other environmental factors. We mention these characteristics
because neither Decorá nor your dealer can be held responsible for these conditions and variations.

Sherwin-Williams® samples are shown on materials other than wood. Wood will have a different appearance when the
color is applied to the actual door or cabinet. This is due to different material properties, textures and sheen levels.

I have read the foregoing and understand that normal color variation is found from "color swatch to color swatch" and
from "paper media to solid wood." I have decided to forego the recommended process of ordering a sample door,
assuring a more accurate color match to the final finished product. I also understand the above mentioned wood
characteristic information and agree not to hold Decorá and/or the Decorá Dealer responsible in the event these wood
and color characteristics are later found by me to be less desirable than expected.
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